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One of the difficulties of a teacher is embracing the development in modern technology especially that we will use in teaching Millenial pupils.

In this time of development, the old way of teaching changed, old school is gone. Because for now the current trend of teaching requires abreast training and knowledge of teachers to the latest means of educating children using computer technology.

The computer technology has a lot to offer in terms of knowledge especially the wonders of internet where teachers and learners were provided by huge amount of information.

Furthermore, all school documents and reports require the application of technology. Teachers must learn all the software languages needed in accomplishing various reports needed by the Department like enrolments, daily lesson plans, computation of grades SF1, SF2, SF3, SF5 and SF 10 and among others.

It also needed presentations using power points, video clips, animations and you tube films or videos to make the children more motivated and make the teaching more extra ordinary. These are the new ways of presenting things on the teaching and learning process.

Also, the means of communication between teachers and pupils can be highly different by using yahoo mails, gmail, messanger. Assignments and lectures can be given
using Google Classroom. Other informations needed can be find using different portals provided by the Department of Education like DepEd Commons, Zzish and LRMDS. School activities also can be seen in the different school page in Facebook.

Truly, in a modern world we live today where the power of technology is unstoppable and realizing the things the computer has to offer yield better results most especially in the field of education.

Things are made easier and more practical. We can minimize our time to different chores since computer has a rapid way of transmitting information and details. We have to treat the development of technology on its positive attributes and do our best to embrace it because it is truly helpful to us. Be updated with technology...modern teacher must have!
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